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READING: For questions (1 - 10), read the following texts carefully, and then choose the 

correct answer from A, B, C or D to complete the sentence below each text. (50 points) 

1) The first computer game was produced in 1962 CE, followed two years later by the computer 

mouse. In 1971 CE, the floppy disk was invented, which meant that information could be shared 

between computers for the first time. The first pc (personal computer) was produced in 1974 CE. 

The floppy disk was invented in ……………….. . 

A.    1974          B.      1971         C.     1962          D.    1964   

2) A few years ago, as many as 1,000 schools across the USA started making school years longer 

by adding up to ten extra days to the school year or by making each school day longer by half an 

hour. This was because it was found that secondary school students in the USA and the UK were 

spending the least time at school. 

American school made their days longer than the past by………………….. . 

A. adding half an hour.                      B. adding up ten extra days.     

C. spending the least time.                D. secondary school. 

3) Two summers ago, I spent five months studying Arabic at the German-Jordanian University 

near Madaba. As my father is originally from Jordan, I grew up speaking Arabic as well as German. 

However, I had never studied Arabic formally, and when the opportunity came up for me to spend 

a year in Jordan studying Arabic, I didn’t hesitate for one moment. 

The writer was so willing to go to Jordan to study Arabic because she / he ………….……. 

A. The opportunity came up for him/her.      B.   his/ her father is originally from Jordan.    

C. didn’t hesitate for one moment.                D.   the German-Jordanian University near Madaba.    

4) You will stay in one of our beautiful apartments. You’ll hear and speak English all day long. 

You can either join a small group of other students of a similar level, or request a ‘tailor-made’ 

course. For example, you may require a course in academic English to prepare you for 

undergraduate or postgraduate studies, or a vocational course to help you with your career. Either 

way, you will live and work together as a family. 

Two paths of “tailor-made” courses are mentioned in the text. What are they? 

A. apartments and family.                B. undergraduate or postgraduate.                                             

C. academic or vocational.               D. hear and speak. 

5) Adeeb is going to visit the USA, France, the UK, Ireland, Belgium, Italy and Germany, where 

he will be staying with relatives. However, while he is in Germany, Adeeb will not be spending all 

his time sightseeing. 

The country where Adeeb is going to settle in is …………………. .  

A.     France         B .   Belgium          C.  Germany       D. USA 
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6) The three universities with the most undergraduates are the University of Jordan in Amman, 

Yarmouk University in Irbid and Al Balqa Applied University in Salt. These are all public 

universities. An example of a newer university is the German-Jordanian University in Amman, 

which was set up in 2005 CE. It is collaboration between the MOHE and Germany’s Federal 

Ministry of Education and Research. 

The text provides several governmental universities. Two of these universities are ………. 

A. the University of Jordan, Yarmouk University.        

B. the MOHE and Germany’s Federal Ministry of Education.             

C. Ministry of Education and Research.                  

D. Irbid and Amman. 

7) "I now consider homoeopathy to be a viable option for many different conditions including 

anxiety, depression and certain allergies. It provides another option when conventional medicine 

does not address the problem adequately. However, complementary medicine cannot be used for all 

medical treatments. It can never substitute for immunisations as it will not produce the antibodies 

needed to protect against childhood diseases. It also cannot be used to protect against malaria. 

Conventional medicine may treat certain medical conditions that complementary medicine 

cannot do .Two of these medical conditions are……………..  . 

A. childhood diseases, depression               B.  malaria, anxiety                                              

C. childhood diseases, malaria                    D.  anxiety, depression 

8) Megaprojects are extremely large investment projects, which are designed to encourage 

economic growth and bring new benefits to cities. Although megaprojects vary in terms of size and 

cost, they are all, by definition, expensive, public projects that attract a high level of interest and 

media coverage. Projects range from motorways, airports, stations … to entire city complexes. 

Megaprojects differ in …………………. . 

A.   motorways and airports                   B .  size and cost        

C.  expensive and  public projects         D.  Megaprojects are extremely large investment projects. 

9) Many classrooms now use a whiteboard as a computer screen. A consequence, teachers can 

show websites on the board in front of the class. Teachers can then use the Internet to show 

educational programmes, play educational games, music, recordings of languages, and so on. 

Teachers use a whiteboard as a computer screen to………………. . 

A. show educational programmes.               B.  listen to music                                                        

C. play educational games                           D.  show websites    

10) The Giralda tower, which is one of the most important buildings in Spain, stands at just over 

104 metres tall. The person who is believed to be responsible for the design of the tower, which 

was originally a minaret, is the mathematician Jabir ibn Aflah. The design of the tower is believed 

to be based on the Koutoubia Mosque, which is in Marrakesh and the Hassan Tower in Rabat. 

What was The Giralda before it became a tower?  

A.   a minaret              B .  a mosque           C.  a buildings             D.  a tower 

SEE PAGE THREE…… . 
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VOCABULARY: For questions (11 – 20), choose the correct answer from A, B, C or D to 

complete each of the following sentences.   

11. The word which means “introducing a new idea or methods for the first time” is…….…. 

A.   pioneering        B. symptoms         C.  qualification          D. funding 

12. When Mr Ghanem met the company director, he shook ……………… with him gently. 

A. heads         B.     ears            C.  chins          D.   hands 

13. A healthy ………………….. creates a body resistant to disease. 

  A. history      B.     polymath         C.  diet         D.   dehydration 

14. The manager of the company suggest many ………………. goals. 

A.   achieve        B.    achievement      C.    achiever      D.   achievable    

15. Fatima plans to …………………..several courses on prosthetic with specialized people. 

A.   major           B.   attend         C.  make          D.  legacy 

16. Many people believe that ……………….……… protects from common complaints. 

A.   herbal remedy        B.   reputation         C.    arithmetic         D.    urban planning 

17. All the staff are ……………….. about the project. 

A.   enthusiastically     B.    enthusiasm     C.    enthusiastic      D.   enthuse    

18. Before an exam, you must ………….…. everything you have learnt. 

A. revise       B.     revision      C.     revisable   D.   revised 

19. Please hurry up. Let’s not ………………. missing the speech of the president. 

A. catch                 B. risk          C. get             D.  inspire     

20. I was planning to quit form my job many times, but I kept my …………….up and kept trying 

to earn the respect of my boss. 

A. chin            B. hand          C. back             D.  head                

GRAMMAR: For questions (21-40), choose the correct answer from A, B, C or D.  

21. According to the weather forecast, it ………………. snow next week.  

A. will be rained          B. is going to      C. has rained      D.  have rained 

22. If someone heats ice, it ……………………. into water. 

A.  turned          B. turns          C.   turn             D.   would turn  

23. Faten’s husband came home while she …………….the dishes, 

A.  have been washing       B. washed       C.   is washing        D.   was washing  

24. The director of the company ……………… I met is brilliant. 

A.   whose          B.    where          C.    when         D.  who 

25. After Adeeb…………………..….many researches, he invented the prosthetic leg. 

A.   had done          D.    did          C.    have done         D.  does 

26. The hard workers ………………….. by the manager of the company yesterday. 

A.  is rewarded      B.   was rewarded        C.  were rewarded        D.  rewarding 

SEE PAGE FOUR …. 
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27. When Mr Ghanem first moved to china he ……………..….Chinese food. 

A. use to eat        B.  are used to eating        C. didn’t  used to eating     D. wasn’t used to eating   

28. Ali said that he ……………………… his essay. 

A.  have finished        B.  finish        C.   had finished        D.   finishes     

29. Nancy ………………….. three miles a day before she broke her leg. 

A.  have been walking       B.  walks       C.   were walking     D.   had been walking     

30. Lama didn’t get the job. If only she ……………………….herself foe the interview. 

A.   prepared         B.   hadn’t  prepared         C.   had prepared         D.   has prepared          

31. Adults like basketball as ………………..…as they like football. 

 A.  the most           B.  many         C.  less          D.  much   

32. My dad asked the carpenter to repair our furniture. 

The correct causative form of the sentence above is: 

A. My dad has our furniture repaired.                B. Our furniture was repaired. 

C. My dad had our furniture repaired.                D. My dad repaired our furniture. 

33. I didn’t concentrate during the exam. 

The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is: 

A. If only I hadn’t concentrated during the exam.    

B. If only I had concentrated during the exam.                                         

C. If only I concentrated during the exam.                 

D. If only I have concentrated during the exam.                                     

34. Neither biology nor science is as popular as English. This means ……………….. . 

A. Biology and science are more popular than English. 

B. English is less popular than biology and science. 

C. English isn’t as popular as biology and science. 

D. Biology and science are less popular than English. 

35. Is there a lot of information in this site? 

The correct indirect question of the one above is: 

A. Do you mind telling me if there is a lot of information in this site? 

B. Do you mind telling me if there are a lot of information in this site? 

C. Do you mind telling me if there a lot of information is in this site? 

D. Do you mind telling me if there a lot of information in this site is? 

36. Doing regular exercise helps to overcome many problems. 

The correct cleft sentence of the one above is: 

A. The thing that helps to do regular exercise is overcome many problems.  

B. The thing where helps to doing regular exercise is overcome many problems  

C. The thing which helps to overcome many problems is doing regular exercise. 

D. The thing who helps to overcome many problems have been doing regular exercise.  

SEE PAGE FIVE……. 
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37. Scientists prove that sleeping early provides the body with energy. 

The correct impersonal passive of the sentence above is: 

A) It have proved that sleeping early provides the body with energy. 

B) It is proved that sleeping early provides the body with energy. 

C) It is proved that sleeping early provided the body with energy. 

D) It proves that sleeping early provides the body with energy. 

38. “I don’t bring my laptop with me”. 

The correct reported speech of the sentence above is: 

A) Ali said that he doesn’t bring his laptop with him.             

B) Ali said that he didn’t bring his laptop with their.              

C) Ali said that he didn’t bring his laptop with him.            .                 

D) Ali said that he hadn’t brought his laptop with him.            .        

39. Elderly people aren’t used to staying awake at night.  This means ………………… . 

A) It isn’t normal for elderly people to staying awake at night.                

B) It was normal for elderly people to stay awake at night.                

C) It hadn’t been normal for elderly people to stay awake at night.                

D) It isn’t normal for elderly people to stay awake at night.   

40. I recommend you to drive carefully. 

The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is: 

A) If I were you, I wouldn’t drive carefully.               B) I would drive carefully if I were you.                         

C) If I was you, I would drive carefully.                     D) If I weren’t you, I would drive carefully.                

WRITING: For questions (41-43), choose the correct answer from A, B, C or D.  

41. The first ……………………..computer was produced in 1974 CE……so people could buy 

computers to use at home. 

A.  persunal  / .        B.    personal   / ,       C.   personal  / ?          D. personal  / !   

     

42. We all like to send emails, don’t we…. Email exchanges are very useful in the classroom……  

A.    ?  /  .           B.     .  / ?               C.    , / ?              D.     : / ?   

43) The sentence which is written in the correct order is: 
A) One doctor said, "I now consider homoeopathy to be a viable option for many different 

conditions including anxiety, depression and certain allergies. 

B) One doctor said, "I now homoeopathy consider to be a viable option for many conditions 

different including anxiety, depression and certain allergies. 

C) One doctor said, "I now consider homoeopathy to be option for many different a viable 

conditions anxiety and depression including certain allergies. 

D) One doctor said, “now consider I homoeopathy to be a viable option for many different 

conditions including anxiety, depression and certain allergies. 

THE END 
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